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Abstract
• Academic debates over the potentials (Shirky 2010), and dangers
(Lanier 2010, Carr 2010, Postman 1993) of Internet technologies
often leave out the way participants in online communities
construe their own actions.
• In this paper I analyze a cluster of image macros (a kind of
Internet meme) that are overtly self-reflective of the privileges,
responsibilities, and constraints of Internet technologies.
• I argue that the image macros “First World Problems,” “Third
World Success” and “Skeptical Third World Kid” show Internet
users engaging in a communal struggle to negotiate a coherent
and sincere narrative of the Internet’s role in today’s society.
• This study contributes to understanding how digital media
facilitates agency in the millennial generation through providing
memes for networked cultural critique.

We can productively read memes in conversation
with each other

Reading memes for comforts, constraints and responsibility
(or, reading for what is good, what is bad, and what people should do)

Mar 2011
“First World Problems”
MY DIAMOND EARRINGS

Surface text
describes:
a 1st world
constraint

KEEP SCRATCHING MY
IPHONE

But the
takeaway is:
1st world
comfort

BACKGROUND

Nov 2011
“Third World Success”
PARENTS DIED OF AIDS

NO BEDTIME!

A meme (pronounced ‘meem’) is an idea or sign which people
circulate through successive re-instantiations.

Surface text
describes:
a 3rd world
constraint,

cheered by a
mismatched
comfort

June 2012
“Skeptical Third World Kid”
SO, YOU’RE GONNA
GIVE ME NEW SHOES

AS LONG AS I LET YOU PUT
A JESUS IN MY HEART?

But the
takeaway is:
3rd world
constraints
So 1st world
responsibility is:
to aid everyone
materially

So 1st world
responsibility is:
to be grateful for
the things we do
have

What is a meme? How can we look at memes rhetorically?

Image macros are a kind of Internet meme that start with an
image and theme, such as “Bad Luck Brian,” “Good Guy Greg,” or
“Philosoraptor”:

CONCLUSIONS

ANALYSIS

Surface text
describes:
3rd world
puzzlement at 1st
world thinking
But the takeaway is:
1st world
irresponsibility
So 1st world
responsibility is:
to fix a variety of
social destructors

Three cultural critiques through networked instantiation

In light of how important this networked creativity is for image
macros, rhetoricians must ask two questions:
1.How can we recognize agency in our analysis of Internet
memes?
2.What can we say about the ways users represent themselves as
part of the social action that takes place on the Internet?

“I confess to not being grateful for:
Internet speed,
ACCIDENTALLY CLICKED ON LINK

INTERNET IS SO FAST THAT IT
LOADED BEFORE I COULD CANCEL

access to porn,
THE INTERNET WENT DOWN

METHODS
Traditionally, people approach memes using the conceptual
metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson 1980) that INFORMATION
SPREAD IS A VIRUS: memes ‘go viral’, ‘spread’, ‘evolve’, and
‘mutate’ (see Coscia 2013). But this suggests that rhetorical agency
is unimportant for understanding memes. I follow Shifman (2011),
Morain (2010) and Knobel and Lankshear (2006) in resisting
this interpretation, suggesting that if we marginalize agency in
interpreting memes, we are likely to underestimate the social effects
of memes.
In this project I analyze three memes that draw participants into
self-reflection about their role in the social forces of the Internet.

user interface
convenience,
LOGGING IN

FORGOT TO CLICK “REMEMBER
ME”

layers of connectivity,
MY INTERNET IS DOWN.

DOESN’T OWN A COMPUTER

CAN STILL PLAY
MINESWEEPER
real lack of
information,
NO TV OR RADIO

NOW I HAVE TO MASTURBATE TO
MY MEMORIES

wealth,
THEY DUG UP MY STREET TO INSTALL
BROADBAND

NOW THEY’RE DIGGING IT UP AGAIN
TO INSTALL ULTRA-FAST BROADBAND

real hunger,
NO MOVIE THEATERS NEARBY

and ease.”
ALL THE STUFF I ORDERED ON THE
INTERNET

CAME IN BOXES I NOW HAVE TO
BREAK DOWN

“Motivating ourselves to be grateful
through contrast is the problem, because
it makes us think that we’re better than
others in all ways except gratefulness. We
also need to consider our:
over-consumption,

White Man’s Guilt,

YOU’RE TELLING ME YOU
BUY WATER

YOU FINISHED YOUR PLATE

and real poverty;

BECAUSE IT’S GOING TO
RAIN TOO MUCH?

BECAUSE I WAS STARVING?

INFLATION?

reductive media,

STILL A PART OF THE HUNGER
GAMES

NOW ALL I HAVE TO USE IS 4G.

SO, I JUST CRY ON
CAMERA

DON’T HAVE TO HEAR
ABOUT TIM TEBOW

wastefulness,
YOU’RE TELLING ME YOU HAVE LARGE,
SELF-REFILLING BOWLS OF WATER

and disease.”
A DEAD MEME

AND MY VILLAGE GETS A
NEW SCHOOL?

slacktivism,
SO YOU’RE TELLING ME

AND YOU SHIT IN THEM?

and exploitative
intents.”
COME BACK TO AMERICA WITH
YOU?

Ongoing challenges with corpus selection

• Too many to study all images: the First World Problems meme has 353,621
instantiations on Quickmeme alone. I follow Know Your Meme in using
exemplary instances (which are likely not representative)
• I use about 40 First World Problems images (particularly dealing with the
Internet), about 25 Third World Success images, and about 25 Skeptical
Third World Kid images.

At the same time, in all three memes,

• the difference between ‘worlds’ is exaggerated and reified,
based on stereotypes
• Internet memes are represented as unique to the first world

IMPLICATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH

This shows that for these participants, the Internet’s
theoretically open access is still limited in practice by
economic and cultural constraints subtly visible in
the form of discussion. How do we encourage selfreflection on the Internet without bracketing the voices
we implicate while being self-reflective?
2. If each meme provides a different critique, we should
analyze a wide variety of memes to examine what
range of activities we’re collectively giving voice to.
Image macros could conceivably become building
blocks for more complex expressions. In fact, an
emerging trend is ‘combo’ image macros, where memes
are stacked so that one picks up where the last one
left off (à la the children’s story If You Give a Mouse a
Cookie).
3. My imposition of a dialectical structure on these
memes raises the question of whether this kind of
memetic fine-tuning always takes place serially. Do
some memes enable other memes on a semantic level?

FINALLY A BILLIONAIRE

and can even seem (or be) callous in:
systems of
domination,

When we read these critiques together (as statement,
then rebuttal, then synthesis), we find a sophisticated
and funny line of argumentation in pursuit of a sincere,
coherent narrative of the roles and responsibilities of
privileged people.

• in “First World Problems,” third world voices are occluded.
• in “Third World Success,” third world voices are satirically
phrased from a first world perspective.
• in “Skeptical Third World Kid,” third world voices are
ventriloquized.

“But look, gratefulness doesn’t change
reality in cases of:
real war,

The participants who are represented here consistently
use each of these memes to express a different critique of
the first world.

1. If Internet memes are unique to the first world, then
they are a form of communication that excludes third
world participation:

The structure of each meme contributes to a unified, networked perspective. In the case of
First World Problems, that perspective is a kind of confessional, that we are not as grateful
as we ought to be (especially in light of global disadvantage). We can then read Third World
Success as a rebuttal, and Skeptical Third World Kid as a synthesis of the two positions.
But unlike viral videos that get parodied, image macros don’t
have an “original” version - the meme is successful to the extent
that people participate by making more versions (Burgess 2008).
Websites like Meme Generator and Quickmeme allow people to
add their own captions to an image easily - a popular meme can
garner hundreds of thousands of captions.

Rhetorical analysis allows us to extend the insights
of network analysis to incorporate how participants
actively represent the world around them.
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STILL LIVED LONGER THAN MOST
OF HIS VILLAGE

THERE IS A WEBSITE WHERE PEOPLE
WITH ALL THE SECURITIES I LONG
FOR ROT THEIR ENTIRE LIVES AWAY
ATTEMPTING TO MAKE WITTY PHOTOS
TO FEEL RELEVANT?
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